
There’s more than meets the (human) eye:
From the human perspective, certain events, situations and people may appear to be bad, wrong, or horrible. For 
example, wars, natural disasters, terminal illnesses, and contrast of any form or fashion. Yet from the eternal, 
broader perspective, there’s more than meets the eye. There is a divine perfection in everything, nothing excluded. 
We acknowledge that we can’t understand with our limited human perspectives the ultimate eternal benefits to all 
unfoldings. The Akasha does not minimize our human suffering and instead offers us suggestions and guidance to 
work through what we consider difficult situations. The Guides can often help in learning the meaning to these 
occurrences as a way to heal, grow and expand. On the soul-level we see that all people involved are simply doing 
their part in providing opportunities that we have asked for on an eternal level. From the Akasha point of view – 
events aren’t personal, and things are not labeled as “good” or “bad”. The eternal perspective negates good and 
bad. Furthermore, the Akasha teaches that we endure these situations to elevate the consciousness of the planet.  
And beyond the illusion we know that on the soul level it is impossible to be harmed.

We are one:
It is not possible to be outside or disconnected from the Oneness. Any thought of separation is only an illusion.
Everything is formed from the Akasha – this primary substance - and we are drops of water in that vast ocean.

Everyone came here for the pursuit of joy:
From the Akasha perspective, there is only joy. Everything everyone is doing is in the hopes of achieving this state of 
joy. However, some people’s attempts at finding joy make little to no sense to the human perspective. There is only 
a stream of well-being, however, we as humans often cut ourselves off from this stream and in doing so we flail 
around trying to find our way. As we flail around, sometimes we cause pain to ourselves and others all in the name 
of finding relief. Understand that every human finds their way back to this pure positive joy when they transition – 
or what we humans call the death experience.

Many lifetimes:
Reincarnation or karma is not about punishment. It is about the Divine growing in its awareness over an expanse of 
different lifetimes in a variety of contexts. The Akasha is ever expanding, and this expansion only happens through 
those brave souls who agree to come to this physical plane, live life and expand through the contrast of our human 
existence.

Fear not:
Fear is of the lowest frequency, it is a human construct, it is an illusion. When you know that every situation that 
ever existed has occurred for the highest good of the souls involved, there is nothing to fear. The bigger part of who 
we are – our soul – is indestructible and will live on forever. Regardless of what happens to us in this lifetime, we 
can never cease to exist on the soul level – NEVER.

Judge not:
We are not here to judge ourselves or others. It is helpful to acknowledge that as humans we have a very limited 
perspective. In this moment, we don’t have a complete picture of the situation, nor are we seeing the situation or 
other people involved as they truly are.

Resist not:
Avoid resisting anything. Instead, understand that everything is working out in your favor. The Universe is literally 
conspiring on your behalf through the path of least resistance. The less you resist, the easier the path. The more 
you resist, the bumpier the ride. Regardless, it all ends perfectly.
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